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Kuwait remains food secure,
keeps eye on monkeypox: Cabinet
KUWAIT: Kuwait is committed to its food security
in light of global concerns over the price and supply
of key staples, while it continues to monitor the
global spread of monkeypox, the Cabinet said on
Monday. In order to enhance food security and
ensure the adequate availability of major staples,
the government has formed an ad hoc ministerial
committee to look into the matter after a surge in
food prices triggered by the Russia-Ukraine con-
flict, it underlined.

The prices of commodities will be under the
supervision and monitoring of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry to maintain food security

for households in Kuwait, Minister of Commerce
and Industry Fahad Al-Shuraian said. Speaking to
KUNA and Kuwait Television after the Cabinet
meeting, Shuraian affirmed that the ministry was
able to maintain prices of local commodities and
products despite the hike in global prices due to
war and other mishaps.

Kuwait imports 95 percent of food products and
any increase in prices was reflective of the alarming
global situation, indicated the minister, noting that
the Cabinet meeting had focused on establishing a

ministerial committee tasked with bolstering food
security. The committee will be headed by Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister of Oil and Minister of
State for Cabinet Affairs Dr Mohammad Al-Fares
and includes the membership of several ministers,
added Shuraian. He revealed that the Cabinet had
instructed several state departments to secure
essential commodities and make them readily avail-
able to the public.

On the global spread of monkeypox, Health
Ministry Assistant Undersecretary for Public Health
Dr Buthaina Al-Mudhaf told the Cabinet that health
authorities are taking stringent precautions to keep

the virus at bay. There have been no reported cases
of monkeypox in Kuwait, the government’s
spokesman Tareq Al-Mezrem said after the Cabinet
meeting, stressing that the health ministry continues
to monitor the situation on a global level.

Two days after Kuwait held municipal elections,
the Cabinet thanked all state bodies involved for
their efforts to organize the vote, saying the process
panned out in an orderly and seamless fashion. The
Cabinet went on to congratulate the newly-elected
municipal council, wishing the body every success
as it seeks to bring the wishes and aspirations of
Kuwaitis to fruition. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah chairs the Cabinet’s meeting. —KUNA

NBK’s 2022
Summer Internship
Program starts its
registration
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) is
launching its 2022 Summer Internship Program
on June 26, 2022. The online registration for the
Summer Internship Program started through
nbk.com and it will end on June 18. The two-
week courses are specially designed for high
school students, between the age of 14 and 18
years. Each session will include 30 students.

“NBK views the Summer Internship Program
as an extension to its educational initiatives and
as part of its corporate social responsibility,”
said Yaqoub Al-Baqer, NBK Public Relations
Senior Manager. “This annual program demon-

strates NBK’s long-
standing social involve-
ment as well as its
national commitment
towards providing young
generations with the
suitable opportunities to
experience how the
actual professional bank-
ing concerns and trans-
actions are handled and
processed.”

“It has been 19 years
since the establishment of

the program,” added Baqer. “At the core of
NBK’s corporate social responsibility is our
commitment to developing the youth in Kuwait.
NBK invests at every level in the training, pro-
fessional development and the growth of the
youth cadres, to contribute to trainees’ basic and
professional competencies and abilities in fields
of practical life.”

The Summer Internship Program is made up
of four different sessions, five-hour daily over
two weeks each. The first session starts on the
26th of June, while the following sessions start
on 17th and 31st of July and 14th of August
respectively. 

All trainees will receive a condensed training
program about NBK products and services and
workshops with Creative Confidence. The
trainees will have professional exams from HR
department about the knowledge of NBK.

Yaqoub Al-Baqer

Australian
University signs
MoU with KIPIC 
KUWAIT: The Australian University (AU) has
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with the Kuwait Integrated Petroleum Industries
Company (KIPIC). The agreement aims to enhance
cooperation between both parties and provide
opportunities for AU students and KIPIC employees
to receive training and develop their abilities and
skillsets in their careers.

On the other hand, the agreement will provide
various benefits for both parties including the cre-
ation of internship opportunities for AU students at
KIPIC, and in return AU faculty members to provide
training programs for KIPIC employees in their
Training Centers. In addition, AU students will have
the opportunity to relate their graduation projects
to KIPIC operations by having real case studies.
Furthermore, in order to maintain mutual benefit
between both parties; a steering committee with
members from AU and KIPIC will be established to
meet regularly and oversee the execution of the
MoU, and to formulate further methods and
processes of cooperation between both parties.

Representing the University Sager Al-Sharhan,

Assistant to the president for Support Services,
signed the agreement with Abdullah Al-Ajmi,
Acting Deputy CEO Finance and Admin, represent-
ing KIPIC. Commenting on the MoU, Dr Suad Al-
Radhwan, Assistant Professor of Petroleum
Engineering at AU and Steering Committee
Member, said: “This MOU is an excellent approach

for bridging the gap between education and indus-
try. We hope the outcome of this MoU will give the
opportunity to our students to have better under-
standing of KIPIC and its operations, and also it
will give KIPIC an exposure to evaluate the abili-
ties of our students that can possibly join KIPIC in
near future.”

KIB sponsors
AUM career fair
KUWAIT: As part of its fully integrated community
program, which features a series of initiatives
directed towards empowering ambitious Kuwaiti
youth and attracting fresh graduates to qualify them
to work in the banking sector, Kuwait International
Bank (KIB) recently announced its sponsorship of
the career fair hosted by the American University of
the Middle East (AUM). As part of its participation,
KIB set up a booth to receive university students
and other visitors, including those who are about to
graduate, to give them the opportunity to present
their CVs and conduct job interviews with repre-
sentatives of KIB’s Human Resources Department.

Organized by AUM at its main campus over the
course of three days, from May 10th to 12th, 2022,
the fair sought to facilitate channels of communica-
tion and engagement between business owners and
Kuwaiti graduates looking for suitable job opportu-
nities. In this context, KIB was keen to be present at
this event, which constitutes a great opportunity to
attract young Kuwaiti talents to join the financial
and banking sector. The event also provided an
opportunity for both students and visitors to learn
about the national banking awareness campaign,
“Let’s Be Aware”, which the Bank sought to high-
light at its booth and through the efforts of its
employees.

Within this context, Assistant General Manager
of the Human Resources Department at KIB, Hadi
Hadi, said: “Our sponsorship of this event and other
career fairs taking place across Kuwait comes in the
first place to continue to deliver on our commitment
to support the youth segment and aspiring Kuwaiti
talents. These events allow these soon-to-be-pro-
fessionals with the opportunity to explore the labor
market before they even graduate, increasing their
ability to find the right job opportunities that will
furnish them with long and fulfilling careers that are

best suited to their talents, interests and passions.” 
Hadi also affirmed KIB’s dedicated effort to

actively participate in all job and career fairs, striv-
ing to maintain an ongoing platform that raises
awareness and understanding of the banking sector.
Through these participations, the Bank is able to
introduce people to the nature of work in the bank-
ing sector, and to support those interested in pursu-
ing careers within it - helping them identify the
right opportunities best suited for their needs and
capabilities. Additionally, he noted that being at

these community events helps the Bank find, hire
and retain fresh young talents that are able to drive
modernity and progress within the sector. 

He added: “These job fairs are also a great
opportunity for us to explore what talents and skills
are available on the market, in order to be able to
develop the right training programs and develop-
ment initiatives to build on those skills. This all
allows us to invest in our local talent pool and meet
KIB’s needs for fresh young Kuwaiti talent that can
help drive the Bank forward.”

Joyalukkas 
organizes blood
donation drive
KUWAIT: Joyalukkas organized a mega blood
donation initiative to build awareness for the impor-
tance of donating blood under the slogan ‘Donate
Blood, be a hero’. Under the initiative, the Joyalukkas
CSR team organized their blood donation drive and
a media campaign to encourage people to donate
blood. The blood donation drive was organized on
May 22, 2022. The staff members of Joyalukkas

Jewelry across the Kuwait donated blood. 
“Blood is precious because every minute, some-

one somewhere needs blood every day. This blood
can only come from a volunteer and hence we treat
‘Blood Donation drives’ as one of the most impor-
tant activities under our CSR activities. Money is
not a substitute to a physical donation of blood
hence instead of committing money to this cause we
encourage our own employees to donate blood on a
regular basis. We had a large number of volunteer
donors who came forward to be a part of this noble
initiative. I also use this platform to request all busi-
ness establishments and healthy individuals to come
forward and donate blood so that precious lives can
be saved,” added John Paul Alukkas Managing
Director Joyalukkas International Operations. 


